O-QIS
Real-time Visualisation
O-QIS

Real-time Visualisation

- Automated transfer of data from third-party systems
- Real-time visualisation and SPC of products and processes
- Handling of alarms
- Traceability and documentation of measures
SPC / Recording of Measurement Data

- Manual data recording
- Transfer of data via serial interface
- SPC and handling of alarms
- Task-related design of input masks and testing procedures
Alarm Status Overview

• Central SPC alarm display showing the alarms of several recording stations

• Documentation of alarms based on the input of events, measures and causes
O-QIS – Extensions

• **SAP QM-IDI interface**
  Test planning in SAP and retransfer of measured value information and usage decisions to SAP

• **Q-DM Datamanagement**
  Automated data transfer of files provided from third-party systems to the Q-DAS database

• **Form Designer**
  Individual design of reports

• **3D CAD Viewer**
  Integration of 3-D CAD models
O-QIS – Comprehensive Data Flow
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Contact

Q-DAS GmbH
Part of Hexagon
Headquarters
Eisleber Straße 2
69469 Weinheim/Germany

Phone: +49 6201 39410
Email: sales.qdas.mi@hexagon.com
Website: www.q-das.de